
ground    breaking 
sculptor troy simmons 
delivers a solid case for 
cement in his mixed-media 
canvases imbued with 
rugged concrete and 
sleek, vibrant pigments.  
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i 
have always been infatuated with the strength 
and appearance of raw, unfinished concrete,” 
says troy simmons, a miami-based artist 
whose star is quickly rising for his large-scale 
concrete canvases. to most, concrete is 

simply the stuff of historical monuments and 
urban jungles, but for simmons, it’s the foundation 
of his modernist compositions, rendered from a 
disparate mix of acrylic paints and industrial 
materials. “i love the combination of rough and 
smooth, of old and new; even my studio is in a 
refurbished bakery from the 1950s,” says 
simmons of his affinity for natural contrasts.

tucked inside the creative incubator known as 
the bakehouse art complex, simmons’ studio is 
strewn with chisels, upholstery tools, auto paint, 
acrylics, resin and aluminum, poised to construct 
one of his massive 300-pound works. “i enjoy 
experimenting with different materials, stretching 
the limits of its intended use,” he says. though his 
artistic tools are usually relegated to construction 
zones, to hear simmons wax poetic about 
architecture is to understand his inspiration: “i 
remember being captivated by rainer disse’s 
feldberg church while exploring southern 
germany,” he says of his first experience with 
brutalist architecture, a vernacular named for its 
raw aesthetic. “i was amazed by the large, 
repetitive geometric shapes created entirely with 
board-formed concrete. though the rigidness of 
the man-made structure contradicted the natural 

backdrop of the black forest, the juxtaposition 
seemed harmonious to me.”

it is this fascination with the relationship between 
unrestrained nature and urbanism that keeps 
simmons up at night, literally: darkness has fallen 
and the electronic trill of pantha du prince rises to 
the rafters before simmons settles into his work 
rhythm. “midnight is when i’m at my most creative; 
it’s peaceful for me,” he says. “i construct the frame 
and lay the cement, then begin the process of 
deconstruction.” his latest home installation, a 
10-foot-wide work featuring sleek strokes of 
saturated color, required a hydraulic lift and pure 
man power to hang in a house’s second story. but, 
“before physically starting a piece, i create sketches 
and three-dimensional renderings,” simmons says 
of a process that speaks to his architectural roots.

the houston-bred artist, who shows at Jankossen 
contemporary art gallery in new york and will unveil 
new works at contemporary istanbul in november, 
began his career as an environmental lab technician 
and earned an architectural degree before 
opportunity steered him back to his early artistic 
passions. “when i lived in texas, environmental 
issues such as reforestation and water pollution 
were headline topics there. through being exposed 
to these issues, my work took on a strong man-
versus-nature theme,” simmons notes. “my latest 
work reflects the diversity felt in the tapestry of 
south florida. layers of ideas, people, and cultures 
all mixed into one urban environment.”  

right: troy simmons 
juxtaposes rough 

concrete with vibrant 
pigments to create 
massive canvases 

that are reminiscent of 
brutalist architecture, 

like Serendipity, shown. 

Far right: a colorful detail 
of the notable silos at the 
bakehouse art complex 

in miami, where simmons 
creates such works as 

the in-progress piece on 
the previous pages.
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